Abstract. We present a new framework for large-scale data clustering. The main idea is to modify functional dimensionality reduction techniques to directly optimize over discrete labels using stochastic gradient descent. Compared to methods like spectral clustering our approach solves a single optimization problem, rather than an ad-hoc two-stage optimization approach, does not require a matrix inversion, can easily encode prior knowledge in the set of implementable functions, and does not have an "out-of-sample" problem. Experimental results on both artificial and real-world datasets show the usefulness of our approach.
Introduction
Clustering, which aims at identifying groups in the data in an unsupervised manner, is one of the main tasks in the field of machine learning, and different approaches to tackle this problem have been popularized over the last decades, among them: k-means and hierarchical clustering, spectral clustering and its variants (e.g., [20, 24] ), support vector and maximum margin clustering [5, 30, 31] .
Clustering and dimensionality reduction algorithms have, in recent years, grown to become a single field of study through spectral embedding methods. Indeed, both tasks aim at producing a compact and visually meaningful representation of data, and strong links between methods to achieve both tasks have been highlighted. For example, methods based on the analysis of the graph Laplacian of a similarity matrix have provided a common framework to perform clustering and embedding using the top eigenvectors of the Laplacian [3] . Typically methods like spectral clustering, however, require a two-stage approach of first embedding and then using k-means to cluster data points in the found embedding space.
In this paper we aim at providing a framework for data clustering based on large-scale direct optimization by stochastic gradient descent. We describe a general class of objective functions that are the analogue of nonlinear embedding pairwise loss functions, but using loss functions that are directly related to the task of clustering. After a review of existing embedding algorithms for clustering, we present an instance of our approach, the Ncut embedding (NCutEmb thereafter) method. We first describe a comparison of explicit and functional embedding methods in order to highlight the benefits of using a function-based approach. Experiments with NCutEmb clustering clearly show that we can achieve error rates inferior or at most similar to those obtained with deterministic batch methods using stochastic gradient descent, while obtaining at the same time a model for new examples as they become available, thus avoiding the so-called "out-of-sample" problem.
Existing Methods: Embedding and Clustering
The problem of learning the underlying data structure from unlabeled examples has been intensively studied with both functional and explicit (point-based) methods. This problem is usually referred to as manifold learning or dimensionality reduction in the machine learning literature. Self-organizing maps and autoassociator networks are classical examples of function-based embedding methods. While these methods have traditionally been based on various heuristics, recent work [4, 13, 14] has shown that functional methods can benefit from the theoretical understanding of dimensionality reduction made since the nineties, and offer several practical advantages over explicit methods.
Point-Based Methods
Point-based, or explicit, methods are most commonly rooted either in principal component analysis or multidimensional scaling, two well-known linear embedding methods, which provide them a sound mathematical background. They provide a point-to-point correspondence between the input space and the intrinsic space in which the data lie. Explicit methods have been multiplied in recent years, and include the following methods and their variants: kernel PCA [23] , Isomap [25] , Locally Linear Embedding [21] , Maximum Variance Unfolding [28] and Laplacian Eigenmaps [3] . Thorough reviews of this family of methods can be found in [19, 22] .
Laplacian Eigenmaps and Spectral Clustering. We will briefly describe here Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE), as it is central to the remainder of the paper. The idea behind LE is to map nearby inputs to nearby outputs, hence preserving the neighborhood relations between data points. This preservation of neighborhood structure renders the method insensitive to outliers, thus making it appropriate for clustering. LE finds the embedding that minimizes the following loss function:
where f k ∈ R d is the embedding of training example k. The algorithm finds an embedding of examples given a distance metric between the examples encoded in the graph Laplacian L = D − W , where W is a similarity ("affinity") matrix between examples and D ii = j W ij is the (diagonal) degree matrix. The basis vectors of the embedding are given by the top eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian. LE can be summarized as follows:
1. Construct the neighborhood graph. 2. Choose weights on the edges (e.g., W ij = 1 if i and j are neighbors, or
). 3. Solve the eigenvalue problem Lv = λDv, where
There is a direct connection between LE and spectral clustering (SC). Both methods are based on the graph Laplacian of a similarity matrix. Spectral clustering only involves a supplementary step, that is, clustering the spectral images using a conventional clustering algorithm such as k-means.
Explicit methods have a unique solution. However, their cost becomes prohibitive when confronted with large datasets. Moreover, a vector f i has to be learnt in order to embed an example x i into a K-dimensional space; each example is embedded separately, and after training, given a new example x * there is no straightforward way to embed it. This is referred to as the "out-of-sample" problem, which several authors have tried to address with special techniques (e.g., [6, 16, 26] ). Learning a function-based embedding might prove useful to solve the above problems.
Functional Methods
While explicit methods learn directly the underlying low-dimensional representation, functional methods learn a mapping from the input space to the lowdimensional space. In this paper, we show that with the latter approach, learning can often be faster, while being easily generalizable to new data points, as we obtain a function and thus avoid the so-called out-of-sample problem.
As proposed in [14] , one can instead of learning vectors learn a function-based embedding, i.e., y i = f (x i ), using some family of functions to choose f . Adopting this approach can provide several gains: -Training is faster since if two examples x i and x j are highly correlated, the embedding for f (x j ) will be good before we have even seen it during training if we have trained well on f (x i ) already. -Prior knowledge can be expressed via the set of possible embedding functions, as noted in [14] . In their work they showed how choosing a set of functions based on convolutions exploiting prior knowledge of images they achieve improved embedding results. In the clustering algorithms we develop, we will be able to encode this type of prior in exactly the same way. -There is no out-of-sample problem, as we have the embedding y * = f (x * ). -By choosing f (x) of sufficiently high capacity, we can find the solution provided by a point-based embedding. By capacity we mean the complexity of the class of functions f (x), measured by, e.g., the VC dimension.
Several methods have been devised to provide a model that is based on an embedding criterion. In [4] , the authors incorporate a LE-type of regularization (see Eq. 1) in the cost function of the SVM, which provides a functional version of this embedding method, where the function used is a kernel-based classifier. This method is known as the Laplacian SVM (LapSVM).
The above mentioned algorithms are functional embedding algorithms. Of course there are many functional clustering algorithms as well, e.g. classical k-means. Several authors also showed how to implement functional clustering within the context of a support vector machine by proposing objectives whereby good clusterings have large margins [5, 30, 31] .
DrLIM Embedding and Siamese Networks. Hadsell, Chopra and LeCun [14] recently suggested to minimize the following loss function for embedding:
where W ij = 1 if i and j are deemed similar and 0 otherwise, and m is the size of the margin. DrLIM encourages similar examples to be mapped closely, and dissimilar ones to be separated by at least the distance m. This is related to energy-based models in general, such as Ising models or Hopfield networks, but it is based on neighborhood relations rather than actual labels. Another similar approach is the Normalized Embedding [9] . The loss function, independent of magnitude, encourages similar examples to be positively correlated:
These two loss functions were implemented as instantiations of a general class of neural networks called siamese networks. However, potentially any class of functions can be used to implement f .
Functional Embeddings for Clustering
In the above we considered the task of embedding data in a K-dimensional space K < p, where p is the dimensionality of the input. This can be viewed as soft clustering; for instance, PCA and soft k-means are guaranteed to provide, under certain conditions, the same result (see e.g. [12] ).
We now propose a general objective for using functional embeddings for clustering. In our framework, one optimizes the following loss:
-W is a pairwise similarity matrix defined a priori as in previous algorithms.
-L(·) is a classification based loss function such as the hinge loss:
For the multiclass case we can use
Here, y(c) = 1 if y = c and -1 otherwise.
, W ij ) encodes the weight to assign to point i being in cluster c. In the general case it can be a function of f (x i ), f (x j ) and the similarity score
This class of algorithms learns a clustering c(x) = argmax f (x) ∈ R K (or c(x) = sign(f (x)) in the two-class case). Our objective differs from usual clustering algorithms in that we use pairs of examples to learn the clustering. This objective is similar to embedding algorithms in that we essentially embed the data at the same time as performing a clustering by viewing the K-dimensional output as K clusters.
Intuitively, we directly encode into our clustering algorithm that neighbors with W ij > 0 should have the same cluster assignment. For example, one choice for Y c (·) that we explore in this paper, which we call NCutEmb, is as follows (two-class case, c ∈ {±1} ):
Equation (6) assigns a pair of neighbors to the cluster with the most confident label from the pair. Examples x j that are not neighbors of x i , i.e. when W ij = 0, are encouraged to fall into different clusters. Multiclass versions of NCutEmb are described in Section 3.3.
In the following we describe in detail some particular specializations of this objective function, and our particular implementation of it by training online by stochastic gradient descent using a set of functions implementable by a neural network.
Balancing Constraint
Many unconstrained clustering objective functions lead to a trivial solution, e.g., all the points end up in one single cluster, therefore it is often necessary to enforce some constraints. Even though we do not have access to label information, we can use the predicted labels to implement such constraints.
Unsupervised and semi-supervised learning (SSL) both usually make use of balancing constraints, albeit different since in SSL we have partial label information. In an unsupervised setting, the usual assumption is that each cluster should be reasonably large. For instance, RatioCut [15] and NormalizedCut [24] weigh, respectively, the cut by the number of vertices |c i | in cluster c i and its volume vol(c i ), i.e., the sum of the weights on the edges. In [2] , the authors simply impose that each cluster has at least N K examples, where N is the size of the training set and K, the number of clusters.
In a semi-supervised setting, the problem is somehow easier, as the labeled points provide an estimate of the class balance (if the examples are i.i.d.). In [17] , the author imposes that the fraction of each class in the unlabeled set is the same as in the labeled set. A similar constraint is used with low-density Algorithm 1. Two-class NCutEmb algorithm with hard constraints for each iteration do Pick xi and xj such that xj ∈ neighb (xi)
Update seen(h), we assigned an example to cluster h
end if
Pick xm and xn such that xn / ∈ neighb (xm)
Find p = sign (xm) and q = sign (xn)
Update the network w.r.t.
end for separation [10] . In [18] , the authors ignore examples of a class that has been seen more than its expected frequency, as provided by the labeled set. Generally speaking, we can classify the constraints used in clustering simply as "hard" or "soft". We have tried both types, in the following way: 
where N t is the number of examples seen at time t, K is the number of clusters and ζ is a negative or positive factor allowing for some variation in cluster size. One can apply this constraint on a fixed-sized window of the last, e.g., 100 examples seen, which corresponds to a particular choice of the function seen(·).
2. Diminish the "learning rate" proportionally to the number of examples seen of each class. Y c (·) then becomes
if sign(f j ) = c and W ij = 0 0 o t h e r w i s e .
where again seen(c) is the number of examples assigned to cluster c seen in the last 100 examples (+1 to avoid zeros). Update the network w.r.t. to
∇L (f (xi), h) and
Update seen(h), we assigned an example to cluster h Pick xm and xn such that xn / ∈ neighb (xm)
The hard constraint is similar to the approaches described in [2, 18] , while the soft constraint is very similar to the optimal learning rate for stochastic kmeans, as reported in [8] . These approaches will be referred to as NCutEmb h and NCutEmb s , respectively.
Two-Class Clustering
In a two-class setting, we employ a neural network f (x) with one output y ∈ {±1}, trained online via stochastic gradient descent. We employ either a hard constraint (Algorithm 1) or a soft constraint (Algorithm 2). In these algorithms, neighb (x i ) refers to the neighborhood of x i . Simply put, similar points are pushed towards the same label. In the case of dissimilar points, the points are pulled in opposite classes. We use two different learning rates η (+) and η (−) . The latter is used to pull non-neighbors in different classes and is typically smaller. The idea behind the method is illustrated in Figure 1 . Clustering using NCutEmb. A hyperplane that separates neighbors is pushed to classify them in the same class (left; the classifier cuts through an edge of the graph and is pushed upwards), whilst one that classifies non-neighbors in the same class is modified to separate them (right; the hyperplane is pushed to separate the unconnected points).
The Multiclass Case
In the multiclass setting, we also tried two alternative approaches.
1. The same strategy as binary case: push neighbors towards the most confident label, i.e., if we define the most confident example of a pair as
then we can define the function Y c (·) using: 
The balancing constraint can then be enforced in a hard way by a fixed-sized window, as in the binary case.
2. Push towards the K clusters simultaneously, with one learning rate η per class, weighted by the outputs of the point with the most confident label. That is,
where
The balancing constraint is soft, i.e, the learning rate decreases with the size of the cluster.
These approaches will be referred to as NCutEmb max and NCutEmb all . In the latter approach, the softmax(·) function is used at the output of f (·) in order to have f (x i ) ∈ [0, 1]:
i exp(y i ) This is a common technique in Neural Networks [7] .
Large-Scale Extension
Building a graph a priori is not feasible when dealing with very large datasets (i.e., millions of examples). One can easily avoid this step by computing neighbors on the fly with epsilon-balls or local weighted distances. Indeed, whenever two points are picked, it is straightforward to verify a condition such as
where is a neighborhood parameter. Note that any similarity measure can be used. For efficiency purposes, a table with the neighbors found up to date can be kept in memory. Table 1 summarizes the small-scale datasets that have been used throughout Section 4. g50c, text and usps are datasets that are often used in the semisupervised learning literature (e.g., [10, 11] ). Numerous clustering techniques were applied to the usps digit dataset in [29] . The authors, however, studied two subsets of 2 and 4 digits. In this paper we consider the 10 usps classes.
Experiments
The datasets bcw (Breast Cancer Wisconsin) and glass (Glass Identification) are taken from the UCI repository [1] . The ellips dataset consists of four 50-dimensional ellipses connected by one extremity.
In order to have a relative measure of class imbalance, which will be useful for the clustering section, we define the degree of class imbalance (DCI):
This is the standard deviation of the clusters with respect to the "expected value" of the size of clusters c k in a balanced problem, divided by N , the number of examples. A DCI of 0 thus represents a perfectly balanced problem. Simply taking the ratio between the biggest and smallest classes would not take into account the variability across all the classes in a multiclass setting.
Functional vs. Explicit Embedding
We first performed some experiments that aimed at comparing embedding methods as a justification of the use of functional embedding for clustering. To this end, we have used the g50c, text and usps datasets. We provide results for explicit and functional DrLIM, and these are compared with Laplacian Eigenmaps. The goal is to reach a value as close as possible to LE, as DrLIM is an approximate method. However, the latter has the advantage of being useful on much larger datasets as it does not require costly operations such as matrix inversion. The performance criterion that has been used is the fraction of embedded points that do not share the same label with their nearest neighbor, i.e.,
where f nn(i) is f i 's nearest neighbor in the embedding (the relation needs not be mutual), α are the parameters, N is the size of the training set, and
Here, y i designates the label of f i . We have chosen this criterion because unlike Eq. 1, it does not depend on the specific weights W ij that are used for each dataset. Table 2 reports the best values of the embedding criterion obtained. The number of iterations required to achieve that result is given in brackets. The results are compared against Laplacian Eigenmaps. Both LE and DrLIM are assessed using the criterion of Eq. 12. We have tried both a linear network ("Linear") and a one-hidden layer network ("NN"). The linear network performed best for the g50c dataset, while the NN performed better for the text and usps datasets. For all the methods, the number of neighbors was optimized. An appropriate learning rate was selected for nf-DrLIM and f-DrLIM.
It can be observed from Table 2 that functional DrLIM provides a gain of accuracy compared to its non-functional counterpart, and requires a smaller number of iterations. Using a functional model rather than a point-based one appears more important than the choice of the class of functions used within such a model. Indeed, even though there are differences specific to each dataset between a linear network and a one hidden layer network, the differences between functional and point-based methods are larger, in terms of both convergence speed and value of the embedding criterion. Table 2 . Lowest obtained value of the embedding criterion (Eq. 12) for LE, functional DrLIM and non-functional DrLIM, on an average of 10 runs. Low values indicate that points sharing the same label are mapped closely. The number of iterations (in iterations ×10
3 ) to reach a minimum value for f-DrLIM and nf-DrLIM is given in brackets. Convergence is considered achieved when the value of the embedding criterion stops decreasing. The neural network has one hidden layer and 5, 40 and 40 hidden units for the three datasets, respectively. For every dataset, the appropriate learning rate was selected. The network that has been trained using functional DrLIM can be applied to any other data point; we thus avoid the out-of-sample problem, as we have a functional relationship between the high-dimensional input and the output. The fact that functional DrLIM is also more accurate and faster than the pointbased method further encourages the use of functional methods for embedding. Indeed, the difference with the values obtained with LE, towards which we wish to converge, is small. Note that LE optimizes the criterion of Eq. 1, but we make the assumption that a good embedding will minimize both Eq. 1 and 12.
Small-Scale Clustering Experiments
Here, all the datasets from Table 1 are used. We compare the NCutEmb algorithm to k-means and spectral clustering (the algorithm presented in [20] ). For spectral clustering, a k-nearest neighbor graph (sc-knn) and a full radial basis function graph (sc-rbf) have been used for the calculation of the weights, and the corresponding parameters (k and σ) have been selected. For the NCutEmb method, we have selected for each experiment the appropriate number of neighbors for W (typically 10, 50 or 100) and learning rate (a value between 0.001 and 1). Tables 3 and 4 report the cluster assignment error for two-class and multiclass problems, respectively. The cluster assignment error is simply the fraction of points for which c i = y i , where c i is the cluster in which we assign x i . This has to be calculated considering all permutations from clusters to indices. When confronted to a large number of classes, one can use optimization techniques to solve this problem, as underlined in [27] . For the small-scale experiments, training times ranged approximately from 5 seconds (bcw) to a minute (usps) on a standard PC.
The results show that the NCutEmb method performs either similarly or provides superior performance than conventional clustering algorithms. Since we have other benefits when using NCutEmb, such as the availability of a functional model and the scalability to large datasets, the approach is quite attractive. For Table 3 . Cluster assignment error (%) on two-class small-scale datasets with the NCutEmb method, compared to k-means and spectral clustering. The spectral clustering algorithms have been optimized over the choice of σ and k. Each value is averaged over 10 random replications of the initial dataset. A linear network was used for bcw and text, while a one-hidden layer NN with 5 hidden units was used for g50c. the two-class datasets, the difference between the type of constraint used appears minor.
Regarding the multiclass experiments, it is interesting to study the performance of the methods with respect to the class imbalance of each dataset. NCutEmb all outperforms the other methods (except sc-knn) for the ellips dataset, which is very imbalanced. However, the glass dataset is also imbalanced, and both NCutEmb all and NCutEmb max perform well. Consequently, it is hard to draw any conclusion regarding the superior ability of one method or another to handle clusters of different sizes; the two methods can handle them well given the right parameters.
On average, NCutEmb appears superior to both k-means and spectral clustering on the datasets that we have used. This is a surprising result, as we could expect spectral clustering to be the "ground truth" result, as with LE in Section 4.1. However, this could be the effect of the use of a one-stage approach for the optimization. Indeed, even if a good embedding is obtained with spectral clustering, the clustering stage might be poor (and vice versa). Performing the embedding and clustering tasks simultaneously seems to overcome this problem. We note, however, that similarly to k-means, the method performs better when clusters are close to Gaussian objects. Since NCutEmb is neighborhood based, we cannot expect good performance with highly complex clusters. If ||x i − x j || < , we must have a high probability that x i and x j truly belong to the same cluster. In other words, the smoothness assumption must hold.
We then conducted a series of experiments where we split the datasets in order to obtain a test error, as an estimation of the out-of-sample error. In the following experiments, 70% of the data is used for training, and the error is calculated on the remaining 30%, which has not been seen. Tables 5 and 6 report this error for two-class and multiclass methods.
We note that the difference between clustering error and out-of-sample error is small for each dataset. A network that has been trained on a large enough set of examples can cluster new points accurately. 
Large-Scale Clustering Experiments
Here, we repeat the experiments of the previous section with the MNIST digits database, consisting of 60,000 training examples and 10,000 test examples of digits 0 to 9. Each image has 28 × 28 pixels. MNIST is a fairly well balanced dataset (DCI×100 of 0.57 using Eq. 11). NCutEmb requires about 60 minutes to converge to an optimum on a database such as MNIST. For visualization purposes, projections of MNIST data are shown in Fig. 2 using Laplacian Eigenmaps. Only a subset of 3000 examples is projected in Fig. 2 because of computational limitations, as LE requires the eigenvectors of the similarity matrix of the data. Table 7 presents the training and test error of the network used to cluster MNIST. We compare our method to k-means. For 10 and 20 clusters, NCutEmb max and NCutEmb all provide equivalent error rates. We seem to achieve a much better performance than k-means in most cases, except with NCutEmb all using 50 clusters. This may be due to the fact that within this approach, we push neighbors towards all classes at each iteration. It is interesting to note that the gap with k-means is reduced when increasing the number of clusters. This could be expected; the more groups we use to divide the dataset, the more simple these groups become in their structure. With a very large number of clusters, NCutEmb and k-means should be expected to provide the same results.
Conclusion
We have presented a framework for data clustering based on functional models for dimensionality reduction optimized by stochastic gradient descent. Our framework suggests direct algorithms for clustering using an embedding approach rather than the two-stage approach of spectral clustering. The experiments have shown that using this approach brings about many benefits: (i) the algorithms scale well as we do not need to compute eigenvectors, (ii) a model is available and can be applied to new data points, and (iii) the method provides superior results on average than spectral clustering or k-means.
Some limitations were highlighted, however, in the way it can handle highly non-linear datasets. The more we violate the smoothness assumption, the more chance that pairs of neighbors do not belong to the same cluster and the less accurate the method is expected to be. However, this limitation is dependent on the method for choosing neighbors: if one has a way of choosing pairs of neighbors which can guarantee they belong to the same cluster, then the method can perform well.
We believe that this approach could be of great use in many important applications areas where new examples are continuously available.
